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GED Integrated Solutions Debuts Its Latest Robotic Innovation
at GlassBuild America 2017
Twinsburg, OH. -- GED Integrated Solutions (GED) today announced it will debut its newest robotic innovation, the
ROBOFLOW® Vinyl Window Automation Material Handling System, in Exhibit #3437 at GlassBuild America 2017,
September 12-14 at the Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta, Georgia.
ROBOFLOW is offered in two versions, frame or sash flow-through systems that coordinate GED's 4 Point Welders to GED's
RC-2000 Cleaners with the implementation of an integrated robotic handling station.
The system follows an integrated computerized schedule or bar code generated scheduling to orchestrate the movements
and flow of multi-stack vinyl frames or sashes onto an x-y conveyor to the material handling robot. The material handling
robot, in conjunction with the x-y conveyor, work together to orchestrate movements of the vinyl assemblies into and out of
the RC-2000 cleaner. The robotic handling station turns the product around to clean all four sides of the product, as well as
remove it and place it onto an automatic output conveyor that feeds the assembly or glazing lines. The result is a compact
vinyl weld and cleaning system that improves safety, increases quality and throughput, reduces labor and optimizes the
efficiency of the operation.
Visitors to GED's Exhibit #3437 will also have the opportunity to see the world's first truly collaborative, industrial robot,
YuMI ("You and Me, working together") assemble Rubik's Cube in a surprisingly short period of time, courtesy of ABB
Robotics. Click here to see YuMI in action.
Daily demonstrations of GED’s new ROBOFLOW will be provided in Exhibit #3437 throughout GlassBuild America 2017.
As a part of GED’s complete line of glass and vinyl window fabrication equipment and software, ROBOFLOW is backed by
the company’s leading training and support services. For further information, contact GED at 330.963.5401 and ask for Joe
Shaheen, Director of Sales or visit www.gedusa.com.
About GED Integrated Solutions
GED Integrated Solutions is a worldwide supplier of fully integrated glass and vinyl door fabrication systems and the pioneer of the revolutionary Intercept i-3 Warm Edge
spacer frame production system. The company’s i-3 platform works with its LeanNET® communications software to integrate every facet of a plant’s operation,
increasing IG quality and production volumes and profits while decreasing operating costs and material wastage. GED’s commitment to innovation that addresses its
customers’ needs is evidenced by the fact that 18 of the top 20 window and door manufacturers utilize GED’s equipment and software solutions.
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